The Music Section of the National Library Service (NLS) offers patrons access to a collection of more than thirty thousand audio, Braille, and large-print music scores, texts, and other recorded instructional materials about music and musicians. Musical recordings intended solely for listening are not included in this collection.

Braille titles include music transcriptions of the standard eighteenth- and nineteenth-century, as well as popular, classical, textbooks, librettos, and instruction books.

Large-print sheet music, with a minimum 14-pt. type and 1-inch staff size, is available for piano, voice, and other instruments. Instructional recordings are also available, including instruction in various instruments, from music theory and appreciation to interviews and master classes, opera lectures, and history.

Request materials directly from NLS at 1-800-242-8567 or nlsm@loc.gov

Patrons may also download music materials through the Braille and Audio Reading Download (BARD) website in Braille (BRMs) and audio (DBMs).

Six music related magazines are available by subscription; to order, call us to subscribe to Braille Music Magazine, Contemporary Sound Track, Musical Mainstream, Popular Music Lead Sheets, Quarterly Music Magazine and Sound and Vision.

Search for holdings online at http://nlscatalog.loc.gov.

For more details, see the NLS Factsheets at http://www.loc.gov/nls/reference/factsheets/music.html

Adapted from the NLS Factsheets
Annual Large Print Catalogs to Cease


Additionally there will be no index in this last issue due to the volume of the content. The bimonthly Talking Book Topics and Braille Book Review will continue to be produced in large print format. Patrons may want to keep these bimonthly catalogs for future reference.

Titles can also be found by searching the NLS Online Voyager Catalog at http://nlscatalog.lov.gov/ and our local Online Catalog at http://webopac.klas.com/nvtbs

Update Your Contact Information

Are you planning to move or change your phone number in 2015? If so, please remember to notify us of your new contact information. When we are unable to reach a patron due to incorrect information and we cannot locate you through an alternate contact you have provided us with, we suspend service. The best way to keep your account active and to keep the books coming in the mail is to make sure we are aware of changes to your contact information.

Returning Library Materials

Please do not mix cartridges, cases, and mail cards. Books and magazines may come to you from different places and in cases of different colors. If a cartridge or its case is sent to an improper destination, it is marked ‘lost’ and is no longer available for loan to other patrons. It also slows your Talking Book service down as we try to retrieve the item. Please open only one item at a time and double check that the cartridge label matches the box label before returning the material.

Spread the word about Talking Books

Did you know that there are a lot of Nevadans with a visual or physical disability that are eligible for Talking Book Library service, but who don't know about us? You can help us reach those Nevadans who would benefit from our service. We will supply you with brochures that will help your friends and neighbors discover that they can find the same enjoyment that you do!
On the Sunnyside of Life  by Sally Whipple Mosher Mooney
DBC00649 Narrated by Lila Halpern

In this memoir, author Sally Whipple Mosher Mooney recounts her experience growing up on an isolated cattle ranch in eastern Nevada.

Tahoe Chase by Todd Borg
DBC00639 Narrated by Frieda Ford

In Tahoe Chase, a title in Todd Borg's mystery thriller series set around Lake Tahoe, Detective Owen McKenna investigates the suspicious circumstances of a woman's fall from a deck. Some violence.

The United Cattle and Packing Company by Robert D. McCracken
DBC04752 Narrated by Carol Kalleres

From its beginnings in 1907, the United Cattle and Packing Company grew into a massive ranch in central Nevada located near Tonopah and Goldfield. This book details the development of the ranch from its beginning through its decline in the late 1930s. Some violence.

The Nevada Review Fall 2012 edited by Caleb S. Cage
DBC04760 Narrated by Zoleinna Schar

This literary journal provides an eclectic mix of writings on Nevada topics. Selections in this issue include an essay on public pensions in Nevada, short stories, and excerpts from fiction works by Nevada authors. Some descriptions of sex. Some strong language.

Wrangling Women by Kristin M. McAndrews
DBC00638 Narrated by Stan Marshall

The women of the small community in Winthrop, Washington work as trail guides, wranglers, horse trainers, packers, and ranchers, but they still have to portray stereotyped gender roles to preserve the town's Old West theme. "Wrangling Women" explores gender issues in the modern West through the experiences of these women. Some descriptions of sex. Some strong language.
**Staff Bio: Colin Miller**

Colin Miller is the Nevada Talking Book Services Assistant to the Outreach Coordinator in Las Vegas. He does a variety of tasks essential to keeping the outreach program at its best, including printing applications, putting together portfolios, filing and updating records, and assisting at outreach events.

Colin is currently enrolled in the College of Southern Nevada working toward an associate degree in psychology. He hopes to advance his degree in psychology to be able to help people in the field of therapy and counseling.

His hobbies include reading, writing, playing video games, baking, and spending time with friends and family.

**Helpful Hint:**

What do you do if you are at the end of a book and want to start the book over? It is simple! Press the “PLAY” button twice!

**Tip:** This only works if you are at the “end of the book”

---

This newsletter is available in alternative formats upon request.

Nevada Talking Book Services
Nevada State Library and Archives
100 N. Stewart Street